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Want to strengthen your characters, perfect your skills, and have them face off against your
enemies? In this world, you can do that and much more with a variety of exciting game elements

that set the genre of fantasy action RPGs on a new course. The Elden Ring is that world. What is the
Elden Ring? Elden Ring combines an action RPG and a simulation game into a single console game,

with an emphasis on action. As a representative of one of the four kingdoms, you are the protagonist
of a new sword battle. You are the first to shatter the barrier between life and death, and as you are

reborn from the Tarnished, your place is in the world of Elden. Whether it’s a tactical RPG or a
weapons RPG, you can play the style that best suits you, and enjoy a unique world, swords, and

battle suits. What are the Characters? Players can freely choose between “Elden Lord” characters
and “Covenant Lord” characters. “Elden Lord” characters include the protagonist, such as the

protagonist of the story and the protagonist of the simulation game, as well as the companions who
help the protagonist during battle. “Covenant Lord” characters include the protagonist of the story

and the protagonist of the simulation game, along with the partners who are not involved in battle. A
large amount of content such as quests, items, etc. is available. “Elden Lord” characters will be

available after the release of the game, while “Covenant Lord” characters will be available as they
are released. What is the Story? The world of Elden Ring is a world of persistent change. We let the
story continue even if the game is not played, so players can feel the excitement of knowing what

will happen. “The Tarnished”. A world long before the Elden Ring. You live in the ancient world where
the magic of life and death did not exist. Every form of life lived under the control of your ancestors,
the Elden, and all of humanity lived in eternal darkness. “The Tarnished”, along with the Elden Ring,

were born in the earth’s core. At that time, a hero who would later become the protagonist of the
story, the protagonist of the simulation game, and the
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Elden Ring Features Key:
· Summonable Characters When you are down, you can use a Servant that was transformed by the

Elden Ring to receive grace and power. · Parry and Critical System Fulfilling the standards of an
Heroic action game, the effects of your attack and attack accuracy will be buffed. · 4 Talents The
four powers of an Elden Lord’s character will be further improved. · Over 100 skills and weapons

Huge numbers of skills and weapons are distributed into 30 Classes. · 100+ armor Unique armor with
a variety of effects based on weapons is obtained via Awakening. · 40+ maps and 59+ towers An

immense number of dungeons with different designs are randomly generated. Beyond the ordinary,
you can travel to the places of the Lands Between while enjoying a sense of mystery. · Cautious PvP
system While controlling territory, you can perform PvP for the benefits of attacking and defending
your own territory. · Puzzle-Shooter action Acquire a variety of helpful weapons that have acquired

strong power in the Lands Between and use them for the gears-like enemies to break into the
method and technique to defeat them.

THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden
Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. • A Vast World Full of Excitement A vast world where
open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are
seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering unknown and overwhelming threats await you,
leading to a high sense of accomplishment. • Create your Own Character In addition to customizing the
appearance of your character, you can freely combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You
can develop your character according to your play style, such as increasing your muscle strength to become
a strong warrior, or mastering magic. • An Epic Drama Born from a Myth A multilayered story told in
fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. •
Unique Online Play that Loosely Connects You to Others In addition to multiplayer, where you can directly
connect with other players and travel together, the game supports a unique asynchronous online element
that allows you to feel the presence of others. · Summonable Characters When you are down 
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In a world where light and darkness exist in opposition, the lands Between exist as a place in a middle
ground. Its a world in which the destruction of the world has not yet come to pass. And yet its a world where
the humans have come to dominate over the old rulers of the world... The spirit of the Elden Maiden, an
elven goddess who rules over light and darkness, has been imprisoned by the Guardians, the figureheads of
the human race. A curse of fear called the "Great Shadow" has seeped into the entirety of this world,
spreading terror among the humans. A new hero, drawn from both the human and elven worlds has arrived
to free the maiden from the curse. Are you ready to rise and bring the world to the state of freedom? In a
world where light and darkness exist in opposition, the lands Between exist as a place in a middle ground.
Its a world in which the destruction of the world has not yet come to pass. And yet its a world where the
humans have come to dominate over the old rulers of the world... The spirit of the Elden Maiden, an elven
goddess who rules over light and darkness, has been imprisoned by the Guardians, the figureheads of the
human race. A curse of fear called the "Great Shadow" has seeped into the entirety of this world, spreading
terror among the humans. A new hero, drawn from both the human and elven worlds has arrived to free the
maiden from the curse. Are you ready to rise and bring the world to the state of freedom? The Trial of
Heroes that is laid out before the maiden is truly something to behold. Thrilling battles where you will
confront the enemies that dare to oppose you, exciting quests that will fulfill you and the beautiful girls who
will be your companions. All the while, you will reveal the truth to the world at large and question what kind
of world you will find when the legend of the world ends. The Trial of Heroes that is laid out before the
maiden is truly something to behold. Thrilling battles where you will confront the enemies that dare to
oppose you, exciting quests that will fulfill you and the beautiful girls who will be your companions. All the
while, you will reveal the truth to the world at large and question what kind of world you will find when the
legend of the world ends. The Trial of Heroes that is laid out bff6bb2d33
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Game Description: A new land inhabited by magic and demons, the Lands Between, was established as a
new continent far away from the civilized areas. An Elden Ring, which can receive and commune with the
Elden Lands, has been created in the Areas Between, and a new world is born. The Gods directly created this
world from nothing on their own will. They created life from the dead, and it is their will that Tarnished can
exist as a result. The people of this world are the “Elden”, and the fundamental beliefs of this world are the
“Elden Lore”. Conception: “Elden Lore” and “Elden Ring” are just ordinary words, but is not easy to be
explained by text. The story of the Lands Between begins from the “Elden Lore”. Furthermore, the real
meaning of the story starts from the “Elden Lore” and works its way out, and the real meaning of the story
will be revealed to you as you play. The development team of Chunsoft has put its solid sense of
development in their MMO RPG Blackhole, and has participated in the creation of what is now the Elden
Ring’s Myth, and is hard at work to create a story that will allow players to experience this reality. Let’s set
the stage for you to understand this world: Lands Between: A vast land with many trees and grass plains
that are infinite. It is a land of life and vitality. There are three wind currents circulating in the sky that are
the breath of life. However, there is also a wind that awakens life and brings death. The wind of death blows
and spreads. The death that has been eliminated is fed into a large pile of dead bodies. Therefore, this land
is full of death. Tarnished: A holy land that is protected by the Elden Gods, and people who reside here are
blessed with various powers. A person who is possessed of divine power is called a Tarnished, and it is a
place of death,

What's new:

FULLY RECREATIONAL RPG FALUN ISA, A BEAUTIFUL TOWN IN THE
LANDS BETWEEN, HISTORY CALLED "THE TEARS OF GAIA." ALMOST
SIXTY-FIVE YEARS AGO, AN UNEQUAL WAR BETWEEN THE SERPENT
WHO PRACTICES ELVEN MAGIC AND THE ELDEN LANDERS SPREAD. A
WEAPONS WAR BREAKS OUT, OPPOSING SHADOW SERPENTS AND
ELVEN LANNES WITH HUGE SHOTGUNS, KNIVES, AND NALORBS.
ALMOST A THIRTY-FLIGHT HUNDRED YEARS AGO, GODS OF THE
WATERS WITH MAGIC AND APPARITIONS RISE. ANXIOUSLY, THE
ELVEN LANDERS BEAR THE CROSS OF THE WATERS, AND FEED ON
THE BLOOD OF THE HUMANS THEY RENDER MURDEROUS. • A
Brilliant Drama - Despite the Absence of Combat With the absorption
of the lifeblood of the commoners, the creatures of the great rivers
began to revive, and they magnified. One night, a distress call for
help was announced; the citizens of Falun, who had donned their
protective hats, were under attack by a monster. They fought
valiantly, but the tide of the eternal wars was beginning to turn
against them. And so, Falun had no choice but to surrender. • A
Wonderful Perception - Explore Every Detail Falun's citizens did not
flee. They took the children in arms and gave shelter to the
wounded. In addition, they tended to the weary and bring water to
sick. The farmers and artisans of Falun could not possibly know what
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kind of war the town had endured, it had become an absolute ruin,
its bright and cheerful exterior covered with dust. • Another World
of Fantasy - Growing Marvelously When Falun was rebuilt, it was
permeated with magic and changed and grew wonderfully. Ahead of
time, an unexpected magic is awakened. Blessed with the presence
of the gods of the great rivers, who themselves are the creators of
life itself, Falun raised the spirits of the people and gods of Falun
Island... The Elder of Erevisia appeared before Falun and gave the
people the guidance to rebuild their lives. • Enhance your Abilities
with Self-Healing Training While Falun is destroyed 
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5 things to take away from Wednesday’s Democratic presidential primary
debate The Democratic Party is at a moment of jostling, a day before
California voters go to the polls on June 7 to select their nominee. And
while plenty of pundits have predicted that former Vice President Joe
Biden will remain in the lead after the event—by a victory margin of
around 50 delegates—the first debate may have given a clear indication
of whether his rivals are actually moving up in the polls, or whether
they’re in a more tenuous position. While the former is hard to tell after
three days of viciously divisive campaign events, it’s possible to envision
a scenario that sees Biden holding on to his lead but with the ailing
Biden’s rivals making gains that enable them to catch their competitor.
The second-best candidate might — but that’s a big “might.” Here are
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five things to look for come June 7. 1. Who did the best and who did the
worst? Across all three 

System Requirements:

PlayStation®4 computer system (PlayStation®3 computer system will
not be supported) Windows® 7 64bit or Windows® 8 64bit (Windows® 7
will be supported) NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 560 or AMD Radeon HD 6970 or
equivalent graphics device 3 GHz Intel® Core™ i3 or AMD Phenom™ II
Processor (Intel® Core™ i3 will be supported) 4 GB RAM DVD-ROM drive
or USB memory stick that can read data from a DVD-ROM drive Sound
card with built-in speakers
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